QUINN BEADED TRIPLE SCONCE

Important Safety Instructions:

- These instructions are provided for your safety. It is very important that they are read carefully and completely before installing fixture.
- We strongly recommend that a professional electrician install all direct wired fixtures.
- This fixture has been rated for up to 40 Watt max. Three type A bulbs.
- To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage.

Pre-Assembly:

- For your safety and convenience, assembly by two persons is recommended.
- Remove all parts and hardware from box along with any plastic protective packaging. Do not discard any contents until after assembly is complete, to avoid accidentally discarding small parts or hardware.
- Remove metal shade ring from holder by unscrewing it. Place glass part on holder and fix it with metal shade ring. Similarly fix other two glass shades.

Hardware Included:

(1) Quinn beaded wall sconce metal part
(3) glass shades
(1) Mounting Plate
(2) Mounting Screws
(2) Side Screws
(1) Grounding screw
(1) Allen key for side screws

To install you will need:

(1) Screwdriver
(1) Pliers
(1) Electrical Tape
(2) Plastic wire connectors

To Install:

1. SHUT OFF THE MAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY FROM THE FUSE BOX / CIRCUIT BREAKER.

2. Gently pull the wiring down from the ceiling outlet box. Identify the three wires:
   - Hot wire- usually has a black covering.
   - Neutral wire- usually has a white covering.
   - Ground wire- usually has a bare copper or green covering.
3. Carefully inspect the wall sconce's wires.
   - One has very fine ridges molded into the plastic covering – this is the neutral wire.
   - The second wire's covering is smooth – this is the hot wire. This is also marked ‘+’ by a tag.
   - Third wire without any plastic covering is the Grounding wire.

4. Join the grounding wires and wrap around the ground screw near the mark “GND” on the mounting plate. Tighten with a screwdriver. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE OUTLET BOX IN YOUR HOME BE PROPERLY GROUNDED.

5. Connect the neutral wire of the fixture to the neutral wire of the outlet box. Fasten with a plastic wire connector. Wrap with electrical tape. Be sure no wire strands are exposed.

6. Connect the hot wire of the fixture to the hot wire of the outlet box. Fasten with a plastic wire connector. Wrap with electrical tape. Be sure no wire strands are exposed.

7. Gently tuck the wire connections completely into the ceiling outlet box.

8. Attach the mounting plate to the wall outlet box with two mounting screws using a screwdriver, until the mounting plate is strongly secure with the wall.

9. Fix the wall sconce onto the mounting plate with the help of two side screws and Allen Key provided.

10. Insert 40W maximum, type A bulbs (not included) in all three holders.

11. Restore power to the main electrical supply.

Care Instructions:

Wipe with a soft dry cloth. Do not use abrasives or household cleaners.

thank you for your purchase